STARS OF THE CHRISTS
T H E L I O N ’ S G AT E I S O P E N

The purpose of this study is to present the illustration of the Venus Retrograde in Leo that occurs from mid-July to the start of September 2015. This retrograde comes off the planetary
conjunction of Venus with Jupiter in Leo that has been deemed the ‘Bethlehem Star’. Leading up to this conjunction, many have been talking about the Star of the Christ as an impressive
conjunction not seen since the time around Jesus Christ’s birth. Although the Venus and Jupiter conjunctions are not rare, where they occur in certain constellations can have added
attributes especially prophetic ones if it can be tied to the one before Anno Domini or AD. This study seeks to address a few misconceptions and errors about how this planetary conjunction
was portrayed. This study will also suggest and point to possible End Time innuendos only based on the various celestial patterns occurring like the Venus-Jupiter conjunction of June 30/
July 1, 2015 and the subsequent Venus retrograde. What is true and unique is that this Venus-Jupiter conjunction has not occurred in Leo since the perceived ‘Bethlehem Star’ during
Christ’s birth. There is no specific retrograde table that catalogs this specific conjunction in Leo since -2 BC because there are none, except for the year 2015.
This stipulation is only based on astronomical software models. This study suggests that perhaps this Venus-Jupiter conjunction is a sort of 'bookend'. This Venus-Jupiter conjunction in 2015 is perhaps
foretelling of the antithesis of the true Christ then. Perhaps this sign now is signaling the coming AntiChrist that is about to be ‘birthed’ per the interpretation of the conjunction, the retrograde and the
ominous signs converging in YHVH’ new civil year of 5776. The Bible does forewarn that the coming and revealing of the AntiChrist is to also be accompanied by wonders and signs like the true Christ

STARS OF THE CHRISTS
Lucifer always usurps the true
divine types and shadows to fool
the world that perhaps such a
‘Christ Star’ is heralding his
coming, not Jesus’.

As to the discrepancies, the Venus-Jupitar conjunction
occurred in -3 BC not -2 BC. Most planetary software
models do not adjust for the year 0 before 1 AD as it
automatically goes to -1 BC.
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Second, the Venus-Jupitar could not have been the
‘Bethlehem Star’ as only Venus proceeded to go into
retrograde and left Leo, Jupiter did not. Jupiter went
retrograded later and stayed stationary in Virgo. The
Venus-Jupiter conjunction designated the union of the
Planet of the Messiah, the masculine with Venus, the
feminine in a celestial conception
commemoration.
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To this effect even now some
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receiving visions & code searchers
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study agrees with the theory that the actual ‘Bethlehem Star’ was none other than Jupiter.
This Planet of the Messiah came later through its double witness of a triple conjunction with
Regulus in Leo and then became stationary around the fall of -2 BC in Virgo before going into
its retrograde thereafter. If this timing is valid, then on December 25 is when the Magi came to
visit the young Jesus, already born, not a newborn as portrayed on Christmas cards, etc.
Then based on one of many possible scenarios and timelines of Jesus’ birth, the VenusJupiter conjunction did not occur at Christ’s literal birth nor was it the ‘Christ Star’ that traveled
and then became stationary over the town of Bethlehem that designated that for the Magi.
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What is unique about the Venus-Jupiter interaction
is that Mercury ended it retrograde as Venus began
its retrograde and ended around September 11, -2
BC. To many in the eschatological community this
date is one of the many possible dates of when
Jesus was literally born. It was that week that then
Jupiter became stationary in Virgo and started it
retrograde in January of -1 BC after the visitation
of the Magi. To reiterate, this study suggests that
foremost the Venus-Jupiter conjunction implied a
pregnancy or conception and of a birth to come.
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As the one in -3 BC foreshadowed the conception,
pregnancy and birth of the true Christ, Jesus
perhaps this one in the Last Days is heralding the
coming advent of the AntiChrist. This analogy is
limited as the coming AntiChrist will be fully an adult
within this season of disclosure. Nonetheless, Israel
and most in the world are attributing this ‘Star of the
Christ’ to the coming of Mashiach and the beginning
of the New World Order; economic, political, social
and religious.
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CELESTIAL SIGNS

THE ANTI-TYPES
The literal advent in the flesh of the AntiChrist very soon will coincide with the take down of the USA to birth the New World
Order. If world events are any indication, the old Order is getting down to the wire and as the snowball metaphor, the New
World Order is picking up speed and tempo. It appears that this conjunction of time is pegged to the 7th 7th of Sabbatical
years. How can this time not be pivotal in YHVH's time clock? The pre-Tribulation Rapture scenario is a Great Escape, not
from persecution or what troubles are to come; the Church has never escaped from such circumstances. What the Church
will escape is the Wrath of the Lamb upon proverbial Sodom and Gomorrah.
The Bride has always been through bad times and seen open persecution but not what is to occur during the Tribulation
which is Judgment specifically come down on the AntiChrist’s Babylon System in all its political, economic, social and
religious renditions. When this judgment occurs on ‘Sodom’ as promised through an open door, the Bride will be summonsed to escape because it will be at that time, individually and thus collectively that the Bride had Jesus as the Bright
Morning Star, Venus arise in her heart and they are now, the Groom and Bride eclipsed as one in conjunction as Venus
was with Jupiter. There is a coming new dawn, it will be Jesus’ New World Order. A Venus-Jupiter conjunction is to occur,
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What others have pointed out regarding the
Venus-Jupiter conjunction in Leo is that it occurred exactly at the midpoint of the 3rd and 4th
Blood Moons of the Tetrad. The constellation the
conjunction occurred in was Leo. Leo is often
depicted as the King and at the star Regulus is
considered the Star of the King. Can it possibly
be that as the King was announced to be born
then, the coming Prince that shall come has now
been also signaled by the same Venus-Jupiter
conjunction?
And again it will be the false 'king', the false
Mashiach the Jews are expecting and perhaps
the Mahdi the Muslims are also waiting on. What
is for sure as a ‘more sure word of prophecy’ is
that there is a coming false king, the AntiChrist
with his kingdom per Daniel's visions before the
true King of Kings and LORD of LORDS, Jesus

